
WHITCHURCH PIMPLE 2019 

I have been thinking a lot about Tavistock Abbey in Devon since last week as you will have noticed 

including the fact that had we been standing here in The Wharf car park at Tavistock around a 

thousand years ago we would have been within the walls of this abbey. Had we even been able to 

write back then it would have entailed using a quill pen dipped in ink whist writing on parchment 

rather than a disposable biro writing on lined paper! As for the ink, this would have been made by 

the monks using a concoction of ferrous sulphate and oak galls mixed with wine.   

Moving on, literally as well as in time, we left the abbey behind to set off alongside Tavistock’s canal 

for a bit before making our way along the part of the Drake’s Trail that skirted around Tavistock 

College; later the trail continued  over the River Tavy and up towards Lidl’s. Crossing the main road 

at the lights, we then followed Oak Road to 

the primary school and out into the village of 

Whitchurch. At the top of Church Lea it was 

time for a break in St Andrew’s churchyard 

but we timed it just right because the 

multitude of dainty, white snowdrops were 

out in all their glory between the graves 

along with a few early crocuses. Many 

churches that bear the name Whitchurch as 

this one once did are thought to have had a 

white coating in the past, but it is believed 

that this particular church was originally 

dedicated to Saint White before being re-dedicated in the 14th century to St Andrew although the 

village retained the name Whitchurch. (Saint White was possibly Albanus, a Devon man who went 

with Boniface of Crediton on his missionary journeys to Germany where he was martyred in 754).  

Eventually all the group reached open down land 

where a grassy hill lie ahead, well, there had to be 

one, didn’t there?  The regulars knew this needed 

to be scaled in order to reach The Pimple but 

quite a few of our group were fairly new and this 

was their first time here but they must have 

wondered where the Pimple was because there 

was no sign of it as they headed upwards. Those 

at the front however had already spotted the tiny 

structure at the summit. 

This little building which incidentally is the 

entrance to an underground reservoir was  

originally named  ‘The Outlook’ but the locals at 

the time soon gave it the name we know it by 

because of the ball-shaped finial on the top. 



After the dissolution of the Monasteries by Henry VIII all 
the land previously owned by Tavistock’s monks was 
given to John Russell who later became the Duke of 
Bedford as well as the Marquis of Tavistock.  Many years 
later it was Francis Russell, the 7th Duke who was 
responsible for creating the town of Tavistock that we 
recognise today and his statue stands at its heart. But 
the houses in the town needed a water supply which is 

why this reservoir was created but Francis didn’t get any old architect to design it; he chose instead 
Edwin Lutyens one of the top architects of the day. It was built of locally sourced Hurdwick stone 
with three triangular roofs of slate which was sourced from Delabole quarry over in Cornwall. 

There are wonderful views from The Pimple across the town and into 
Cornwall and eastwards to Dartmoor and beyond while the surrounding 
moorland is crossed by paths used by generations of dog walkers, 
joggers and families. However, the now privately owned, little building 
with its entrance door to the reservoir had been so neglected that in 
2018 it was in need of urgent work to repair the leaky roof and the 
wooden benches. Just chalking “keep out” on the bit of remaining 
plywood covering the rotten doorway was not going to stop children 
and dogs from squeezing through and understandably the public 
became worried. As today’s 31 walkers approached the summit we 
could see that work was in process to construct new benches but the 
little building was already sporting a new door. 

Glancing back at 
the Pimple as 
we head back 
down towards 
the town I 
couldn’t help 
thinking that it 
would  be nice, 
given the 
importance of 
the structure’s 
creator, to see a 
plaque of some 

sort explaining its history.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


